
1.Introduction:

Odisha is an agriculture-based economy that is in the 
transition towards industry and service-based economy. 
According to recent estimates, the size of Odisha's economy 
has increased by 122.27% during the last six years in terms of 
the gross state domestic product (GSDP). Thereby, Odisha 
achieved an annual average growth rate of 6.23% during that 
period. Odisha had a rural unemployment rate of 8.7% and an 
urban unemployment rate of 5.8% calculated based on the 
current daily status basis in the 68th National Sample Survey 

1(2011-2012) . As per the figure in November'20, the 
(2)unemployment rate in Odisha is 1.7% .

According to the 2011 census of India, 61.8% of the working 
population is engaged in agricultural activities. However, the 
agricultural activities undertaken in the state contributed 
only 16.3% to the GSDP in the fiscal year 2013-14 and it was 
estimated to be 15.4% in 2014-15. Rice is the dominant crop 
in Odisha. It is grown on 77% of the area under cultivation. 
According to the 2011 census of India, 61.8% of the working 
population is engaged in agricultural activities. However, the 
agricultural activities undertaken in the state contributed 
only 16.3% to the GSDP in the fiscal year 2013-14 and it was 
estimated to be 15.4% in 2014-15. Rice is the dominant crop 
in Odisha. It is grown on 77% of the area under cultivation.

The primary industries in Odisha are manufacturing; mining 
and quarrying; electricity, gas and water supply, and 
construction. The industrial sector's contribution to the 
state's GSDP was estimated at 33.45% in 2014–15. Most of 
Odisha's industries are mineral-based. Odisha has 25% of 
India's iron reserves. It has 10% of India's production 
capacity in steel. Odisha is the top aluminum-producing state 
in India. Two of the largest aluminum plants in India are in 
Odisha, NALCO, and Vedanta Resources. Mining 

3contributed an estimated 6.31% to the GSDP. Odisha has 
9036.36 MW installed capacity of electricity production, out 
of which 6753.04 MW is coal-generated. 2166.93 MW is 
generated by hydro-power and 116.39 MW by other 
renewable sources.

The service sector contributed an estimated 51% to the 
GSDP in 2014–15. The primary sub-sectors are community, 
social and personal services, which contributed 13.45% to 
the GSDP; trade, hotels, and restaurants, which contributed 
13.09%; financial and insurance services, which contributed 
13.64%; and transport, storage, and communication, which 
contributed 10.99%. The state has a well-developed banking 
network compared to many states of India. There is one bank 
branch for every 12,000 people. 90% of the branches are in 

1.the rural region.
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2. Textile at present

Handlooms, Textiles, and garment Industries have a very 
gloomy picture in the State and it requires development. 
The present state can be summarized as follow:

1. State produces only 3% of the required clothes. No 
power loom units or spinning mills have been 
established in Odisha in the last 10 years. No investment 
proposals yet.

2. Biju Babu's Dream Project OTM (Odisha Textiles Mill), 
12 other power loom units, and 13 spinning mills have 
been shut down.

3. Another constraint found of the unskilled and lazy 
workforce (market survey).

4. Unfortunately, the Handloom Industries are surviving 
only from the Support from the Governments.

5. Odisha produces high-quality cotton. 

6. Odisha needs 108 crore sq. ft. clothes @ Rs 12,000 crore 
(4)every year . 

To develop rural areas, for more employment generation 
among the low qualified people in Odisha, it is necessary to 
develop the Textile Sectors (Handloom, Power loom and 
Garment) and it will earn revenue for Export Market too.  It 
will generate more state GDP also. Because of the more 
employment generation in this sector, the people of Odisha 
will remain in the state rather than go to the other different 
states like Tirupur, Surat, Silvassa, Bhiwandi area to earn 
their bread & butter.

2.1  Handloom in Odisha: present scenario

Handloom Sector, next to agriculture provides 
massive employment to the rural artisans. 
Handloom cloth is one of the richest and resilient 
mediums of ethnic expressions. For the weaver 
weaving of cloth is not just a commercial venture 
but it represents the philosophy of the way of life. It 
shows the Art, the Culture, the history of that 
region, and that`s why Bangladesh is coming 
forward to reproduce Jamdani or Dhakai Muslin.

The Handloom Industry in Orissa is the largest 
cottage industry providing employment and 
sustenance to 4 % of the population of the State. 
However, in face of teething competition in the 
open market, the strengthening of the Industry and 
its diversification is the continuous need for its 
survival. Today it is having a 1.19 lakh number of 

(5)looms in the state . Of which 88186 nos of looms have been 
brought under the cooperative fold and developmental 
activities are mostly being undertaken in this organized 
sector under the directorate of Textiles.

Figure 1 shows the famous Handloom sarees produced in the 
State. The Brand names are; Berhampuri Saree, Khandua 

Saree, Pasapali Saree, Bomkai or Sonepuri Saree, 
Sambalpuri, Ikat, or Bandha Saree. They are unique but how 
much common people can afford it? It is known as Elite class 
Sarees.

The Saree is becoming out of the fashion nowadays. The new 
generation prefers to wear jeans, dress material which are 
comfortable in day-to-day life, because of cheaper prices, 
easy maintenance, washing and ironing, easy handling while 
going to schools, colleges, and working places.  Such sarees 
are being costly are worn during festivals and ceremonies as 
Fashion and to show Aristocracy. These high-quality sarees 
are not only confined in Odisha but the major buyers are from 
Bengal, North East, and the Northern States and in 
Bangladesh too. But unfortunately, the Odisha Brand Name 
“Boyanika” is not found in major cities including Mumbai, 
Nagpur, Pune, Ahmedabad, and Jaipur, and even in 
Bangladesh where the market potential is very good. (Market 
research).

 Figure 2 shows that only 1.46% of the people are engaged as 
Handloom Workers in Odisha. Figure 3 shows the number of 
Handlooms and Handloom weavers is too less in comparison 
to other states like Assam, West Bengal, and TN. The causes 
are obvious that this industry produces the majority of 

Figure 1: Odisha Handloom Sarees

Figure 2: Handloom Production in India



traditional clothes like Gamcha, blouse pieces, Dhooty, lungi 
but because of cut-throat competition of the similar products 
from the other states, they are suffering. There is no standard 
quality, nor any checking nor any inspection system even for 
the high standard quality sarees and hence the rejection is 
higher. There are rising hopes that today apart from 
“Boyonica”, there are “SambalpuriBastralaya”, “Utkalika” 
who are exporting Online, and the Handloom industries in 
Odisha are slowly progressing and gradually facing 
challenges.

2.2. Handicaps of handloom today:

Odisha handloom faces various problems at present and it 
can be summarized as follows:

2.2.1. Raw material availability:  

The contribution of Odisha towards India's total cotton 
production is barely 0.5%, the cotton produced in the state is 

(6)of exportable quality . Odisha Produced 400 thousand tons 
(7)against 9,700 thousand tons of Gujarat . Hence it is 

necessary to transport cotton from Gujarat and Maharashtra 
that fetches a high price. Hence the cost of the products 
becomes higher.

2.2.2. The usage of Dyes & Chemicals:  

The Handloom weavers are not very thorough in using 
reactive dyes, vat dyes, and Acid Dyes to be used in Silk.  
They are not aware of the process parameters, hence there is 
huge wastage of dyes & Chemicals, improper dye fixation, 
increasing expenditures.  At Some places, they use Branded 
Dyestuff like Colourtex but in most cases, it increases cost 
without achieving proper results.  Like TN, low-temperature 
low-pressure dyes can be used.  (Market research). There is 
no professional Process house for dyeing systemically at a 
low cost. They can be encouraged to use Natural Dyes also.

However, at some places like Nuapatana, Athgarh, Mania 
Bandha the Clusters are formed group-wise where the 
Handloom weavers get services like arrangement of Raw 
materials, Dyeing facilities from ADT (Asst Director, 
Textile), who controls the Clusters. But more updated 
technology is required for the developments and market 
competitions. (Market survey).

2.2.3. Skill

Skill is another important factor and despite having sufficient 
Manpower, Odisha faces a shortage of skilled manpower.  
NHDC and the officers are not interfering in such matters 
(market survey). There are Experts available to improve the 
skill of the Handloom weavers especially senior Industrial 
workers, senior artisans who can also develop new and 
newer designs but it all must be initiated by the top-level 
Govt officials. The Training Centre is more expensive than 
the positive outcome (Market survey)

2.2.4. Use of Polyester Yarn:  

It is in use but in low profile. There is not much selling of 
Polyester yarn in the Odisha market. It is hardly sold 5-7 
MT/month mostly in Handloom Sarees and a little in Lungi, 
Blouse pc, etc. The weavers are neither much aware of the 
know-how of the usage of polyester yarn nor aware of the 
end-user. (Market survey). At some places “Polyester bastra” 
are manufactured (warp polyester, weft Cotton) for Saree 
and shirting but is not very popular as per the market 
conception that Handloom means the only Cotton. (Market 
survey).

In Dhenkanal, the staple fibre production unit by RIL was 
stopped in the year 2012 (production capacity was about 100 
MT/day) because of poor marketing opportunities in Odisha 
(Market Survey) and the high cost of production. The future 
of Polyester yarn (staple and continuous Filaments) will be 
easier in Odisha after the manufacturing of the same from 
Paradip and Bhadrak (IOC Project).

2.2.5. Lack of update Consumer Preferences Products: 

The Sambalpuri ikat and others have a manageable market 
but the other handloom production like a napkin, Lungi, 
towels, etc. have failed to draw the attention of the people of 
local and outside. The weavers do not have the opportunity to 
upgrade those products based on the demand of the people. 
As a result, the weavers have been continuing to produce 
traditional productions without having the novelty of 
designs, colour combinations, and texture. No special 
training program has been organized by the government or 

Figure 3: Handloom Sector in India



inch. (Market survey). Some Entrepreneur are having 20 
looms or more and willing to put China Rapier looms and 
willing to produce Shirting, Voiles, etc but because of poor 
marketing opportunities, they are not coming forward. 
(Market survey)

It is high time to prepare beams with modern technology 
located at any central place/ service center from where the 
beams can be reached at Weaver's home with lesser transport 
cost. Let them be guided to produce value-added products 
with proper guidance of selling procedures.  There should be 
Dobby/Jacquard on the power looms to produce value-added 
Gamucha as shown in Picture 4 below.  This type of Product 
with verities of Jacquard Design will be highly valued and 
appreciated throughout India. The Private entrepreneurs 
and/or upcoming entrepreneurs can take this as an initiative 
to sale. Power loom service center should also come forward 
in support of value-added production.

Garment sectors in Odisha

The garment is one of the identified focus sectors of Odisha 
as a part of their Vision 2025 for Industrial Development. In 
addition to the incentives extended by the Industrial Policy 
Resolution 2015 of the State which identified the Textile and 
apparel sector as the priority sector, the State has 
promulgated Odisha Apparel Policy 2016 to provide support 
for the development of the sector.

Recent/Planned Investments in Apparel Sector:

Shahi Exports Pvt. Limited, the largest manufacturer and 
exporter of garments in India, started its operation in 
December 2016 in Mancheswar Industrial Estate, 
Bhubaneswar. The unit currently employs about 2,000 
people of which 95% are women. The unit has the capacity of 
producing approx. 4 million pieces per month. They are also 
planning to establish a second factory nearby. They also have 
plans to start two shifts here and have been in talks with 
Labour Ministry for the same. Shahi has plans to make the 
factory in Bhubaneswar the best apparel factory in India. 
Aditya Birla group has also started construction work for 
setting up of apparel manufacturing unit in Bhubaneswar 
with a capacity of 2.5 million pieces per annum. It is 
estimated to generate employment for about 1,600 people. 
The government has identified the following locations for 
apparel manufacturing in Odisha: Ramdaspur, Cuttack (173 

cooperatives societies to upgrade the skill-based on 
consumer choice, though the handloom policy 2016 
emphasis promoting capacity building through skill up-
gradation and institutional training (Handloom Policy-
2016).

2.2.6.  No Textile Parks: 

As per the Press Information Bureau, Govt of India, Ministry 
of Textile, there is a total of 61 Textile parks in India (2012-
17, more are yet to come), there are 15 parks in Maharashtra, 
9 in Rajasthan, 7 in AP, 10 in TN, 8 in Gujarat, 1 each at MP, 
Tripura, HP, J&K, 3 in Punjab, 2 each in W.B. & Karnataka 
but Nothing is in Odisha. As per the new financial year 
budget 21-22, one is expected to come at Bhardak(Market 
research).

2.2.7.  Lack of Marketing Facilities: 

Apart from online export facilities developed and 
exhibitions arranged there should be more showrooms of 
“Bayonika” “ Utkalika” “SambalpuriBastralaya” with 
dynamic Salesmanshipat more places in cosmopolitan cities 
with publicity. The Barpali cluster has a good weekly market 
facility called “Behera Market” locally known as “Baeljuri 
Bazaar”, situated 8 km from Barpali town. Only local 
handloom products are available there.  The market is open 
in the early morning i.e., 4.00 am to till late evening of Friday. 
As the marketplace is situated at the side of the national 
highway No. 201, it connects all the district headquarters of 
West Odisha and capital cities Bhubaneswar and Raipur 
directly through the road. The railway station of Barpali has 
situated approximately 8km from the Baeljuri bazaar. To 
marketing support, the said bazaar should be strengthened 
through advertisement in printing, electronic media, and add 
with tourism website. Moreover, marketing tie-up may 
undertake with other marketing agencies or export agencies. 
The deadly cooperative societies may be financially assisted 
to grow sales and enhance daily earnings.  To make an online 
purchase system the necessary facilities such as printing of 
product catalog, sale outlets, and website for easy accessing 
may be arranged.

2.3.  Handicaps of the powerloom today

Unlike Bhiwandi, Surat, Ichalkaranji, the condition of the 
Powerloom shows a very gloomy picture.  It is hardly 2000 
Ordinary looms (over pick & under pick) (market survey)

There are private powerloom units spread over different 
parts of Odisha like Siminoi, Itamati, Hinjilikatu, Takatpur, 
Nayagarh, etc. It is observed that all the small entrepreneur 
are running their units with a very small number of looms in 
their Home shed. They are only depending on the local 

(8)market . Most of them consider it as their domestic business. 
Some looms are as old as 50 years. No maintenance, no 
quality consciousness, and no new innovativeness no 
technical know-how are there. They prepare beams of their 
homes in their way on the wooden drums maintaining no 
quality.

Most of them are producing Gamucha and blouse pieces with 
20's warp, 20/26/30's cotton weft, and 40 reed / 40 picks per 

Figure 4: Design Gamuchha



2. But to generate employment among the low qualified 
people and for the socio-economic problems, it is 
necessary to grow Handloom, Power loom and Garment 
Sectors. It will fetch Export and local market too.

3. The Handloom sector is producing highly fascinated and 
world-famous fabrics but the users are the elite class of 
the society who has got more options and choices too.  

4. The traditional cloths i.eGamucha, Lungi, blouse pcs are 
produced but the sales & marketing are not adequate. 
More Technical supports are needed to modernise the 
same.

5. The power loom industries, though coming up but it is a 
homemade Industry. Entrepreneurship is to be 
encouraged. Auto looms, good warping machines are to 
be installed to increase the lively hood of the weavers.

6. The people are also less ambitious hence do not 
welcome any new Technology.

7. The Garment Sectors are also growing with Private 
Entrepreneurships but because of the constrains like 
shortage of raw materials and skilled workforce, it is 
getting struck off.

acres land) - Page Industries (Jockey) has plans to set up a 
manufacturing facility there. . (Posted by Editorial Team | 
Aug 22, 2019, | Domestic).  Chhatabar Apparel Park, Khurda 
(100 acres), Jayamangal, Khorda (129 acres) Tata Industrial 
Park, Gopalpur (3,000 acres) Damnagar, Bhadak (100 

(9)acres) . (most of them are under proposed)

A report of the Apparel Export Promotion Council (AEPC) 
titled 'Location Analysis for Selected Cities in Odisha for 
Apparel Sector' shows that Odisha is emerging as one of the 
top destinations for apparel manufacturing in the country. 
The State Government has identified apparel as one of the 
identified focus sectors as part of its Vision 2025 for 
industrial development.

Almost all the Garment units have common problems that 
they are associated with a shortage of raw materials (threads, 
buttons, proper fabrics), problems of marketing, non-
availability of working capital, competition from large scale 
industries, problems of labour, lack of up-gradation in 
Technology, poor support from Govt. etc.

Conclusions

1. Odisha is the State of Agriculture, Mines, heavy 
engineering, and Ports and hence the Unemployment is 
very less.
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